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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Purpose of the document 
 

Imprensa Nacional-Casa da Moeda, SA (INCM) is the Portuguese ID Issuer nominee by the Portuguese 

Revenue Authority as of Portaria n.º 64/2019 and has adopted GS1 as the issuing agency and their open 

standards. 

The purpose of this document is to provide economic operators with INCM specifications for requesting 

identifiers. This document is provided to facilitate the onboarding process in view of the implementation 

of the EU Implementing Regulation 2018/574.  

This document provides: 

 

 Some key principles based on the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/574 

 An overview of GS1 open, international standards and information about GS1 system 

requirements.  

 

INCM may revise and update this document in the future with or without notice to economic 

operators. 

 

1.2 Importance of Interoperability 
 

As EU Implementing regulation 2018/574 includes the use of open, international, non-proprietary 

standards for data sharing, it is incumbent within the role and responsibility of the ID Issuer to issue 

identifiers that support them. This means INCM identifiers allocated will be interoperable with GS1 data 

sharing standards inclusive of master data, traceability event data, and business transactions as required 

by the Implementing Regulation (IR).  

Where possible, the market surveillance application should be interoperable with existing master data 

alignment, traceability, and ecommerce applications of today’s supply chains. This means INCM 

identifiers allocated will be compatible with GS1 identifiers to enable their use in all business 

applications built upon GS1 standards.  

INCM recognizes the global nature of the tobacco supply chain and provides a balanced approach for all 

stakeholders without favoring one stakeholder group. This means INCM identifiers allocated are 

compatible with GS1 identifiers that are widely deployed today, while making the necessary adaptions 

to meet EU 2018/574 requirements. In practice, this means that a GS1 identifier used in the supply chain 

can be assigned once by the economic operator, anywhere in the world, then submitted to INCM. Upon 

submission within the EU 2018/574 ID Request message, INCM will add the GS1 allocated ID Issuer 

Unique ID Code (UIC) in compliance with the IR and according to GS1 rules. Once combined with the 

UIC, the international identifier for the supply chain supports EU market surveillance. By carrying the 
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existing GS1 identifiers and the new, adapted EU 2018/574 identifiers within all GS1 data sharing 

standards, one barcode scan and one message can support supply chain, traceability, ecommerce, 

market surveillance, and in the future, consumer applications. 

While EU 2018/574 does not require use of any specific ISO/IEC 15459 Issuing Agency Code, it does 

require that all ID Issuer ID (Unique Identification Codes) begin with an ISO/IEC 15459 Issuing Agency 

Code. This means, all ID Issuers should comply with ISO/IEC 15459-2 (which includes a normative 

reference to ISO/IEC 15459-3) rules for Identity Issuers. For this reason, all INCM identifiers allocated in 

conformity with the ISO standard will include specifications, rules, and qualifiers for all data elements. 

 

1.3 Independence 
 

Per Article 3.3 of the IR, “The ID issuer shall be independent and comply with the criteria set out in 

Article 35.” The implications of requiring independent ID issuance means identifier specifications, 

particularly of the unit pack Unique Identifier (upUI), should permit collaboration with the tobacco 

industry only to the extent strictly necessary.  

INCM specifications balance stakeholder requirements for printing, verification, scanning, processing, 

storage, sharing, and query of INCM identifiers with the full independence from the tobacco industry 

specifications. By using the GS1 open international standards widely adopted in the retail chain, we will 

mitigate the impact on all economic operators involved by minimizing disruption. GS1 in Europe has 

adopted an independency policy in 2018 in compliance with the WHO Protocol and art.35 of the EU 

Implementing Regulation. 

For aggregation and disaggregation of products, INCM recognizes the emergent nature of the supply 

chain. This means economic operators will directly assign INCM identifiers at the aggregate level. To 

ensure their interoperability with all INCM identifiers, economic operators will use GS1 standard 

identifiers (e.g., SGTIN, SSCC). 

 

1.4 Identification Principles 
 

INCM will allocate the identifiers below and maintain associated master data required by the IR. 

 

1. Economic Operator ID (EOID) per Article 14.1 

2. Facility ID (FID) per Article 16.1 

3. Machine ID (MID) per Article 18.1 

4. Unit pack Unique Identifier (upUI) per Article 9.1 

 

The identifiers above will include INCM Unique Identification Code assigned by GS1, GS1 UIC Extensions, 

and GS1 Identifiers. This means economic operators may submit GS1 identifiers themselves or a GS1 

identifier will be assigned (e.g., for small retail outlet that may not have a GS1 identifier today). For GS1 
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member companies, the submission of a properly allocated GS1 identifier will speed the process, permit 

the interoperability described earlier, and ensure the GS1 identifier that the economic operator uses in 

the supply chain is also used as the basis of INCM allocated identifiers. 

 

1.5 Identifier Requests 
 

After establishing credentialed user accounts at INCM ID Issuer’s Portal 

(https://rastreabilidadetabaco.incm.pt/), INCM will obtain the associated master data via an ID Request 

and maintain the master data associated with each ID Request within a National Registry.  

 

1. INCM will assign EOIDs to economic operators and operators of first retail outlets that operate 

at least one facility in Portugal and importers who place their products in Portugal. 

2. INCM will assign FIDs to all facilities from manufacturing to first retail outlet located in Portugal 

and to all facilities outside the EU which produce products placed in Portugal for sale to 

consumers. 

3. INCM will assign MIDs to all machines used in the production of tobacco located in Portugal 

and to all machines outside the EU which produce tobacco products placed in Portugal for sale 

to consumers. 

4. INCM will assign unit pack Unique Identifiers to all tobacco products produced in Portugal or 

sold to consumers in Portugal. 

5. INCM can assign aggregate level Unique Identifiers (aUI) to all tobacco products produced in 

Portugal or sold to consumers in Portugal. 

 

All identifiers and associated master data required to populate the flat-files corresponding to the unit 

pack UI algorithm of INCM will reside in the Portuguese National Registry. 

The only exception to this pertains to economic operators (and their facilities and machines used in the 

production of tobacco) inside the EU, but outside Portugal. In this case, other ID Issuers will allocate the 

EOIDs, FIDs, and MIDs submitted within upUI requests to INCM. For products produced in such facilities 

and on such machines, the following will be required prior to submitting unit pack Unique Identifiers 

requests to INCM: 

 

1. The economic operator must obtain an EOID, FID, and MID from the ID Issuer in the Country 

where the facility and machines are located (within the EU). 

2. upUI requests to INCM made for facilities and machines inside the EU, but outside Portugal 

must include the EOID, FID, and MID assigned by the ID Issuer in step 1. 

3. When customs officials scan the upUI barcode, the EU-wide flat-file provided by the Secondary 

Repository will provide the master data required (facility address) in offline mode. 
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 INCM is not responsible for validating EOID, FID, or MIDs used within upUI requests when 

assigned by another ID Issuer, although a validation is made using the router available 

validation method. If the surveillance system finds an upUI request contained invalid EOID, 

FID, or MIDs, all upUIs associated with the request will be deactivated. Further actions may 

also result. 

 

1.6 unit pack Unique Identifier output Specification 
 

INCM will provide unit pack Unique Identifiers in two forms. 

 

 Per Article 9.3, INCM will provide unit pack Unique Identifiers in electronic form to 

manufacturers or importers within two working days after the valid submission of the 

request by manufacturers or importers. Before they are delivered to the requesting party, 

Unique Identifiers need to be transmitted via the router to the relevant Repository. The 

format for exchange will be as defined in Annex A. 

 Per Art. 9.4, INCM will transmit the unit pack Unique Identifiers along with the 

corresponding Master Data via the router to the Primary Repository of the requesting 

manufacturers or importers. INCM may provide unit pack Unique Identifiers in physical 

form to manufacturers or importers within two weeks. The format of the physical form will 

be established between INCM and manufacturers or importers. 

 

Each manufacturer or importer is responsible to convert these formats to meet varied printing and/or 

application systems. 

 

1.7 Authorized parties 
 

For interoperability, each economic operator must communicate the party(s) authorized to perform the 

following actions:  

 

1. Submit EOID, FID, and MID requests (and correct information pertaining to such requests) 

2. Deactivate EOID, FID, or MID requests  

3. Submit product master data required by the flat-file (e.g., GTIN, brand name,  tobacco type, 

TPID, TPN, weight) 

4. Submit unit pack Unique Identifier requests 

5. Cancel #4 (within 24 hours) 

6. Deactivate upUIs (after allocation) 

7. Correct master data supplied for EOID, FID, MID, or products 
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2. INCM Coding Specifications for EU 2018/574 Identifiers 

 

This section outlines INCM identifier structures, qualifiers, allocation rules, data carrier specifications 

including human-readable text (if applicable) for all EU 2018/574 required identifiers. 

 

2.1 Economic Operator ID (EOID) 
 

2.1.1 Identifier Structure 
 

The Economic Operator ID structure consists of: 

 

1. The ID Issuer Unique Identification Code (UIC), in the first position, identifies INCM. 

2. GS1 UIC Extension, in the second position, is allocated by INCM to identify the country where 

INCM allocated the EOID. 

3. The Importer Index, in the third position, is allocated by INCM to identify importers requesting 

Facility and Machine IDs. For EOID, this value is always null or set to ‘_’ (underscore). 

4. Party GLN, in the fourth position, is assign by INCM as a ‘One-Off’ Party GLN, used strictly to 

compliance with EU 2018/574.  

 

 

 

2.1.2 Qualifier 
 

As the UIC begins with an ISO/IEC 15459 Issuing Agency Code, data qualifiers are required. For the first 

three elements, UIC, GS1 UIC Extension, and Importer Index, GS1 has assigned Application Identifier 

(7040). For the second data element, Party GLN, GS1 has assigned Application Identifier (417). 

 

2.1.3 Allocation Rules 
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2.1.3.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per Article 14.1, “Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets shall apply for an economic 

operator identifier code from the ID issuer competent for each Member State in which they operate at 

least one facility. Importers shall apply for an identifier code from the ID issuer competent for each 

Member State on whose market they place their products.” 

 

2.1.3.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to GLN allocation 
 

GS1 member companies establish rules for allocating GLNs to supply chain parties and locations. The 

rules are available at no charge from GS1 at: 

https://www.gs1.org/docs/barcodes/GS1_GLN_Allocation_Rules.pdf 

 

2.1.4 Data Carrier (Barcode) Specifications 
 

EOID appears within the National Registry and supports business messages like GS1 EPCIS critical event 

messages or GS1 Order, Invoice, or Payment transactional event messages. It is not carried by a 

barcode. 

 

2.1.5 Human-Readable Text 
 

When it is transmitted to, stored within, or used by the repository system, the EOID appears as: 

3PA_1234567890128 

Note: data capture qualifiers, required when identifiers are encoded in barcodes, are not required as the 

EOID is not specified for use within a barcode. 

 

2.2 Facility ID (FID) 
 

2.2.1 Identifier Structure 
 

1. The ID Issuer Unique Identification Code (UIC), in the first position, identifies INCM. 

2. GS1 UIC Extension, in the second position, is allocated by INCM to identify the country where 

INCM allocated the FID. 

3. The Importer Index, in the third position, is allocated by INCM to identify importers requesting 

Facility and Machine IDs.  

4. Party GLN, in the fourth position, is allocated by economic operator to a facility and supplied in 

the FID Request. The Party GLN is a field in INCM FID Request. INCM subcontracts GS1 to check 

GLN format, uniqueness, and license. INCM recognizes some smaller retailers may not be a GS1 

Member and therefore will not have a GLN. If one is not supplied in the FID Request, INCM will 
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assign one with no fee. If INCM allocates a ‘One-Off’ Party GLN, its use is strictly limited to 

compliance with EU 2018/574. If the economic operator has already a GLN assigned to the 

facility to be registered, that GLN should be provided. 

For more information on GLN, see https://www.gs1.org/standards/id-keys/gln 

For GS1’s check digit calculator, see https://www.gs1.org/services/check-digit-calculator 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Qualifier 
 

As the UIC begins with an ISO/IEC 15459 Issuing Agency Code, data qualifiers are required. For the first 

three elements, UIC, GS1 UIC Extension, and Importer Index, GS1 has assigned Application Identifier 

(7040). For the second data element, Location GLN, GS1 has assigned Application Identifier (414). 

 

2.2.3 Allocation Rules 
 

2.2.3.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per Article 16.1, “All facilities from manufacturing to the first retail outlet shall be identified by a code 

(‘facility identifier code’) generated by the ID issuer competent for the territory in which the facility is 

located.”  

Per Article 16.4, “The obligation to apply for a facility identifier code related to manufacturing facilities 

located outside the Union shall lie with the importer established inside the Union. The importer shall 

apply to any ID issuer appointed by a Member State on whose market they place their products.”  

This means facilities outside the EU will be identified and registered once per importer in any country 

they export to from that facility. For nations using GS1 standards-based approach, there will be a 1:1 FID 

to Location GLN relationship for each importer that registers in that nation. The importer must apply for 

a non-EU facility ID in each country of export for them. 

 

2.2.3.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to GLN allocation 
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GS1 member companies establish rules for allocating GLNs to supply chain parties and locations. The 

rules are available at no charge from GS1 at: 

https://www.gs1.org/docs/barcodes/GS1_GLN_Allocation_Rules.pdf 

 

2.2.4 Data Carrier Specifications 
 

When it is transmitted to, stored within, or used by the repository system, the FID appears as: 

3PAH1234567890128 

Note: data capture qualifiers, required when identifiers are encoded in barcodes, are not required as the 

FID is not specified for use within a barcode. 

 

2.3 Machine ID (MID) 
 

2.3.1 Identifier Structure 
 

1. The ID Issuer Unique Identification Code (UIC), in the first position, identifies INCM. 

2. GS1 UIC Extension, in the second position, is allocated by INCM to identify the country where 

INCM allocated the MID. 

3. The Importer Index, in the third position, is allocated by INCM to identify importers requesting 

Facility and Machine IDs.  

4. Machine GIAI, in the fourth position, is allocated by economic operator to a machine and 

supplied in the MID Request. If GIAI is not supplied by economic operator in the format GCP 

plus Internal Asset ID, INCM will assign one with no fee. If INCM allocates a GIAI, its use is 

strictly limited to compliance with EU 2018/574. 

For more information on GIAI, see https://www.gs1.org/standards/id-keys/global-individual-

asset-identifier-giai 
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2.3.2 Qualifier 
 

As the UIC begins with an ISO/IEC 15459 Issuing Agency Code, data qualifiers are required. For the first 

three elements, UIC, GS1 UIC Extension, and Importer Index, GS1 has assigned Application Identifier 

(7040). For the second data element, Global Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI), GS1 has assigned 

Application Identifier (8004). The manufacturer must ensure the identifier assigned to a machine 

remains constant for its lifespan and is not used with another machine. If a manufacturer leases a 

machine that is also leased by another manufacturer, each manufacturer must maintain a separate 

identifier for their use of the machine. 

 

2.3.3 Allocation Rules 
 

2.3.3.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per Article 18.1: “Each machine shall be identified by a code (‘machine identifier code’) generated by the 

ID issuer competent for the territory in which the machine is located.” 

Par Article 18.3, “The obligation to apply for a machine identifier code related to manufacturing facilities 

located outside the Union shall lie with the importer established inside the Union. The importer shall 

apply to any ID issuer appointed by a Member State on whose market they place their products.” 

This means machines outside the EU will be identified and registered once per importer in any country 

the importer exports to using that machine’s production. For nations using GS1 standards-based 

approach, there will be a 1:1 MID to GIAI relationship for each importer that registers in that nation. The 

importer must apply for a non-EU machine ID in each country of export for them. 

 

2.3.3.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to GIAI allocation 
 

Companies assigning the GIAI can be either the asset owner or a leasing or rental company.  

 

 Each GIAI must be unique for each individual machine identified.  

 For ease of administration, GS1 recommends that GIAIs be allocated sequentially and not 

contain classifying elements. 

 If a company sells a machine to another company then the GIAI should ideally be replaced by 

another or be removed.  

 It is permissible for the asset identifier to remain on the item when the ownership changes if 

the new owner takes responsibility for the GS1 Company Prefix associated with the asset 

identifier. 

 

For more information, see GS1 General Specifications, Section 4.2.3 under the Standards Link at 

https://www.gs1.org/standards/id-keys 
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2.3.4 Data Carrier Specifications 
 

MID appears within the National Registry and supports business messages like GS1 EPCIS critical event 

messages or GS1 Order, Invoice, or Payment transactional event messages. It is not carried by a 

barcode. 

 

2.3.5 Human-Readable Text 
 

When it is transmitted to, stored within, or used by the repository system, the FID appears as: 

3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6( 

Note: data capture qualifiers, required when identifiers are encoded in barcodes, are not required as the 

MID is not specified for use within a barcode. 

 

2.4 unit pack Unique Identifier (upUI) 
 

2.4.1 Identifier Structure 
 

INCM uses a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) based unit pack Unique Identifier. It consists of a Third-

Party Controlled, Serialized Extension of GTIN (TPX), a GTIN, and Time Stamp. 

 

1. In the first position of the Third-Party Controlled, Serialized Extension of GTIN (TPX), the ID 

Issuer Unique Identification Code (UIC) identifies INCM. GS1, an ISO/IEC Issuing Agency, 

allocates it. 

2. Following the UIC in the TPX: 

 GS1 UIC Extension 1 identifiers the country where the upUI was issued. INCM allocates 

it.  

 GS1 UIC Extension 2, contains two ranges within the 82 characters of the ISO646 

invariant set. Half of the ranges is reserved for ID Issuers using the GS1 algorithm, half 

for those using a non-GS1 algorithm. GS1 defines the characters in each range. 

 Following the UIC, GS1 UIC Extension 1, then GS1 UIC Extension 2, a series of 

characters provide for unguessability of greater than 1 in 10,000 and flat-file look-up 

(in offline mode) of all business information required by Article 8.1c except ‘product 

description’. 

3. Following the TPX, GS1’s Global Trade Item Number (commonly known as the identifier in the 

EAN barcode scanned at retail) provides for flat-file look-up (in offline mode) of Article 8.1c 

‘product description’.  The economic operator allocates the GTIN (which is also used in retail 

trade) and provides it within the upUI request to INCM. 
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4. Timestamp, completed by the manufacturer / importer. If digital upUIs are ordered, the 

manufacturer may decide to include the Timestamp in the barcode rather than human-

readable as it is not required for Repository look-up by INCM. If physical upUIs are ordered, the 

manufacturer must include Timestamp in the human-readable. 

 

2.4.1.1 EU manufactured products unit pack structure 
 

For products that are manufactured within the EU, the following upUI coding structure applies. 

 

 
1 Barcode character and human-readable counts differ because: 

 

a) ISO/IEC 15459 required qualifiers for GS1 identifiers (called Application Identifiers) must be 

included in barcode character counts 

b) Two digit (numeric) pairs are encoded as one barcode character 

c) All GS1 identifier must be qualified by a GS1 Application Identifier (AI) 

 

TPX and GTIN for products manufactured in the EU, 16 + 8 + 1 = 25 barcode characters as: 

 

 TPX = 16 total characters because the AI (235) + the leading digit (5 in the example above) 

equal 2 barcode characters then the additional 14 alphanumeric characters are added 

 GTIN 8 barcode characters = The AI (01) + the 14 digit GTIN are all numeric (16 total/2 = 8) 

 As GTIN MUST follow the variable length TPX field, 1 'Group Separator' barcode character is 

added to the count 
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If Timestamp is added, then the 25 characters becomes 31 as the AI (8008) + eight digit timestamp are 

all numeric (12/2 = 6). 

 

When Timestamp is encoded in the barcode, it is not required in the human-readable unless it is used 

for repository look-up (unlikely) therefore the human-readable count is reduced by eight characters. 

 

2.4.1.2 Imported products unit pack structure 
 

For products that are imported into the EU, the following upUI coding structure applies. 

 

 

 
1 Barcode character and human-readable counts differ because: 

 

a) ISO/IEC 15459 required qualifiers for GS1 identifiers (called Application Identifiers) must be 

included in barcode character counts 

b) Two digit (numeric) pairs are encoded as one barcode character 

c) All GS1 identifier must be qualified by a GS1 Application Identifier (AI) 

 

TPX and GTIN for products manufactured in the EU, 17 + 8 + 1 = 26 barcode characters as: 

 

 TPX = 17 total characters because the AI (235) + the leading digit (5 in the example above) 

equal 2 barcode characters then the additional 15 alphanumeric characters are added 
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 GTIN 8 barcode characters = The AI (01) + the 14 digit GTIN are all numeric (16 total/2 = 8) 

 As GTIN MUST follow the variable length TPX field, 1 'Group Separator' barcode character is 

added to the count 

 

If Timestamp is added, then the 26 characters becomes 32 as the AI (8008) + eight digit timestamp are 

all numeric (12/2 = 6).  

 

When Timestamp is encoded in the barcode, it is not required in the human-readable unless it is used 

for repository look-up (unlikely) therefore the human-readable count is reduced by eight characters. 

 

2.4.2 Specifications for upUI encoding within data carriers 
 

EU 2018/574 unit pack Unique Identifiers must be properly formatted by manufacturers when they are 

encoded within data carriers. This section provides the steps to ensure conformance to the GS1 format 

required by <ID Issuer> in all data carriers. 

 

Preparation for printing 

 

1. The manufacturer ensures their barcode printing software supports barcode specifications as 

detailed in Article 21, including support for transmission of ISO/IEC 15424 symbology identifiers 

(as required by the barcode specifications) for GS1 formatted data, and encoding of FNC1 or 

the <GS> (ASCII character 29) as group separator after the Third-Party Controlled, Serialised 

Extension of GTIN (TPX) 

 

NOTE: ISO/IEC 15424 symbology identifiers are transmitted by the scanner after examining the 

starting pattern within the barcode. To achieve the correct symbology identifier for GS1 

formatted data, each barcode specification explains the starting pattern which must be 

encoded. 

 

An optical device-readable Data Matrix with error detection and 

correction equivalent to or higher than those of the Data Matrix 

ECC200. Barcodes conforming to ISO/IEC 16022:2006 shall be 

presumed to fulfil the requirements set out in this point;  

 

Option for unit and 

aggregate level 

An optical device readable QR Code with a recovery capacity of 

approximately 30%. Barcodes conforming to ISO/IEC 18004:2015 

with the error correction level H shall be presumed to fulfil the 

requirements set out in this point; 

Option for unit and 

aggregate level 
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An optical device-readable DotCode with the error detection and 

correction equivalent to or higher than those provided with the 

Reed-Solomon error correction algorithm with the number of 

check characters (NC) equal to three plus the number of data 

characters (ND) divided by two (NC = 3 + ND / 2). Barcodes 

conforming to the ISS DotCode Symbology Specification 

published by the Association for Automatic Identification and 

Mobility (‘AIM’) (revision 3.0, August 2014) shall be presumed to 

fulfil the requirements set out in this point. 

 

Option for unit level only 

 

NOTE: DotCode formula 

should be calculated as 

NC = 3 + (ND/2) so as to 

avoid the 

misinterpretation of NC = 

3+ND)/2. 

An optical device-readable Code 128 with the error detection 

equivalent to or higher than the one provided with the algorithm 

based on the even/odd - bar/space character parity and the 

check character. Barcodes conforming to ISO/IEC 15417:2007 

shall be presumed to fulfil the requirements set out in this point. 

 

Option for aggregate 

level only 

 

2. The manufacturer ensures their barcode printing software supports ISO/IEC 15459-3 qualifiers 

(GS1 Application Identifiers) for: 

 

a. unit pack Unique Identifiers: (235) for Third-Party Controlled, Serialized Extension of 

GTIN (TPX), (01) Global Trade Item Number (GTIN), and (8008) Time Stamp to 

YYMMDDhh precision 

b. aggregate Unique Identifiers (aUIs) used to identify logistic (transport) units: (00) for 

Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) 

c. aUIs used to identify standard trade item groupings (carton or master case of a fixed 

quantity used for trade or storage): (01) GTIN and (21) Serial Number (manufacturer 

determined)  

 

NOTE: AI (235) and AI (21) are both Serial Numbers. They shall never appear together on 

the same packaging level. AI (235) shall always appear on the unit pack level as the 

Implementing Regulation requires its issuance by the ID Issuer. AI (21) shall always appear 

on the aggregate level for standard trade item groupings, as this serial number is 

determined by the manufacturer. 

 

NOTE: Within a GS1 implementation of EU 2018/574, economic operator directly issues 

aggregate level Unique Identifiers. The Implementing Regulation and GS1 Standards permit 
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the use of data elements beyond those required above. For example, a manufacturer may 

want to encode AI (10) Lot Number in addition to (01)(21) in the aUI for standard trade 

item groupings. These optional attributes may be encoded after the data fields that 

correlate to aUI, but shall not be transmitted as a part of the aUI nor communicated in any 

way to the Repository System. This means for aUIs used on: 

 

 Logistic units, only the data field Serial Shipping Container Code, AI (00) shall be 

transmitted 

 Standard trade item groupings, only the data fields Global Trade Item Number 

(GTIN), AI (01) and Serial Number, AI (21) shall be transmitted.  

 

3. The manufacturer shall configure the barcode printing software parameters to print barcodes 

containing Gs1 data formats. Discuss barcode specifications requirements with your barcode 

printing software provider to ensure the printed barcodes transmit ISO/IEC symbology 

identifiers as discussed in point 1.  

 

4. In the case of unit packs, the manufacturer requests, then receives, a list of GTIN-based upUI (s) 

from INCM. The format for the upUI is data type upUI (s). See Section Format for transmitting 

digital upUI codes for the message format. 

 

upUI (s) 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 

 

NOTE: GS1 aggregate level UIs are directly assigned by the manufacturers per the common 

practice today. 

 

Input to barcode printing software 

 

5. The manufacturer inputs the last 14 digits of the upUI (s) into the Global Trade Item Number 

(GTIN) field of their barcode printing software. This may also be referred to AI (01) within the 

barcode design software interface. 

 

upUI (s) 

> 
GTIN field 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 0123456780128 

 

6. The manufacturer inputs all characters preceding the last 14 digits of the upUI (s) into the 

Third-Party Controlled, Serialised Extension of GTIN (TPX) field of their barcode printing 

software. This may also be refereed to AI (235) within the barcode design software interface.  
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NOTE: As AI (235) for TPX is a recently approved GS1 standard (for exclusive use with EU 

2018/574 barcodes), not all barcode printing software may support it. Should your solution 

provider require assistance, please contact INCM and we will provide them with the 

appropriate contacts at GS1. 

 

upUI (s) 

> 
TPX field 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 

 

7. If the manufacturer decides to encode a time stamp into the barcode, they will input the time 

stamp at the time of production into the field for time stamp. This may also be refereed to AI 

(8008) within the barcode design software interface. 

 

Time stamp (TS) 

> 
TS field 

Production time to the hour YYMMDDhh 

 

NOTE: AI (8008) technically supports precision to the minute and seconds, however the GS1 

Application Standard rules for EU 2018/574 restricts the data field to eight characters 

YYMMDDhh as specified in the Implementing Regulation. 

 

Barcode printing software encoding of inputs into the 

 

8. The manufacturer determines which barcode symbology they will use in the production 

process. Per the barcode symbology specifications, the barcode printing software shall 

configure the start pattern for GS1 formatted data (to ensure correct transmission of the 

symbology identifier). 

 

9. The manufacturer begins the process of inputting data fields. After providing the Third-Party 

Controlled, Serialized Extension of GTIN (TPX), the barcode printing software shall encode the 

AI value 235 in the first position, followed by TPX, followed by a FNC1 or <GS> character as a 

group separator. 

 

AI TPX 
Group 
Separator 235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 

 

NOTE: The group separator is encoded in different ways depending on the barcode 

specification. 
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 GS1 DataMatrix: The Function 1 Symbol Character (FNC1) or the control character 

<GS> SHALL be the separator character.  

 GS1 QR Code: The control character <GS> or the character ‘%’ (ASCII value 37 

(decimal), 25 (hexadecimal)) SHALL be the separator character. 

 GS1 DotCode: A Function 1 Symbol Character (FNC1) or a control character <GS> that 

appears after the first two message characters SHALL represent a group separator.  

 

The group separator is transmitted in the decoded data string as <GS> (ASCII character 29, 

seven-bit character set ISO 646) for all the barcode symbols above. 

 

10. After providing the GTIN, the barcode printing software shall encode the AI value 01 following 

the group separator from step 9, then the 14-digit GTIN. 

 

AI TPX 
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN 

235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 

 

11. After providing the time stamp, the barcode printing software shall encode the AI value 8008 

following the GTIN from Step 10, then the time stamp (formatted as YYMMDDhh). 

 

AI TPX 
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN AI TS 

235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 8008 19052001 

 

NOTE: If the manufacturer does not add a timestamp into the printed barcode, they SHALL NOT 

add the GS1 qualifier (Application Identifier) 8008 to the data encoded into the barcode. 

 

Barcode scanner decoded output 

 

12. Using a GS1 DotCode scan as an example, the scanner looks at the starting structure of the 

barcode (per the barcode specification), determines the barcode carries GS1 formatted data,  

then transmits the information shown in step 10 with the Dot Code symbology identifier ]J1 for 

GS1 DotCode at the beginning. 

 

Symbology 
Identifier 

AI TPX  
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN AI TS 

]J1 235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 8008 19052001 

 

NOTE: As AI (235) for TPX is a recently approved GS1 standard (for exclusive use with EU 

2018/574 barcodes), not all barcode scanning system may support it yet. Fortunately, AIs are 

supported by retail supply chain scanning systems and so adding this AI and the logic for TPX-
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GTIN-TS concatenation will be rather simple. Should your solution provider require assistance, 

please contact INCM and we will provide them with the appropriate contacts at GS1.   

 

Barcode scanner system processing of decoded output 

 

13. J1 is stripped away after it is established GS1 rules are used to interpret the message 

 

Symbology 
Identifier 

AI TPX  
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN AI TS 

]J1 235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 8008 19052001 

 

14. An application looking for an upUI applies GS1 rules (see list below the table). It finds AI 235 

first then takes all characters up to the Group Separator to fill the TPX data field, then finds AI 

01 after the Group Separator and takes the next 14 digits to fill the GTIN data field, then finds 

AI 8008 after the GTIN and takes the next 8 digits to fill the time stamp data field. 

 

AI TPX 
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN AI TS 

235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 8008 19052001 

 

The processing software would apply the following GS1 standards rules: 

 

a) TPX has a mandatory association with GTIN to ensure its uniqueness, so the decoder 

must find a GTIN or the decoded TPX is invalid.  

b) TPX is variable length, so a Group Separator character must be encoded at the end of 

the TPX and directly before GTIN or the decoded data is invalid.  

c) The Group Separator may be encoded as either a FNC1 character or <GS> (ASCII 

character 29). Options depend on the barcode specifications. The Group Separator is 

always transmitted as <GS> (ASCII character 29). 

d) As TPX contains the UIC in the first position, TPX must always appear before GTIN 

when the two data fields are concatenated. 

 

15. After processing occurs to achieve population of TPX, GTIN, and time stamp data fields, the 

scanner system will no longer require the Application Identifiers or Group Separator. This 

means the AIs and <GS> are removed. 

 

AI TPX 
Group 
Separator 

AI GTIN AI TS 

235 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa% 01 01234567890128 8008 19052001 
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16. Once AIs and the Group Separator are removed, the TPX, GTIN, and TS data fields are 

concatenated to make the upUI (L) available for transmission in event records or for offline 

decoding by customs. Offline decoding by customs officials requires access to an addition 

decode algorithm provided by INCM. 

 

upUI (L) 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%0123456789012819052001 

 

NOTE: upUI (L) is Unit packet level unique identifier coded with the invariant set of 

ISO646:1991 and composed of three blocks: (a) ID Issuer's prefix in accordance with ISO15459-

2:2015,  (b) middle block in the format established by the ID issuer and (c) timestamp following 

the Data Type: Time(s). 

 

17. As time stamp is always in the last position of the upUI (L), upUI (s) always equals upUI (L) with 

the last 8 numeric characters truncated. Once upUI (L) and upUI (s) are reported via the upUI 

Application message, upUI (s) in human-readable text on the label can be used to retrieve upUI 

(L) via a repository look-up. For this reason, if time stamp is encoded in the barcode, it is 

optional in the human-readable. 

 

upUI (s) 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 

 

NOTE: upUI (s) is the Unit packet level unique identifier coded with the invariant set of 

ISO646:1991 and composed of two blocks: (a) ID issuer's prefix in accordance with ISO15459-

2:2015 and (b) serialisation element in the format established by the ID issuer (i.e. UI made 

visible in the human readable format on the unit packets) 

 

GS1 standards provide common specifications and rules for all non-algorithm based portions of the upUI 

(e.g., Application Identifiers, data elements, and group separator characters). Similar rules are provided 

for aggregate level UIs that are directly assigned by the economic operators. 

 

2.4.2.1 Format for transmitting digital upUI codes 
 

INCM will transmit the code via the following JSON-based message format.  

The message contains header information that permits the persistent association between the list of 

upUIs and the master data submitted for upUI generation (as this is not discernable from the code 

without a barcode scanner).  
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{ 

"Status": "202", 

"Errors": [], 

"Code": "adeer1025-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs", 

"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 

"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128", 

"Req_Code": "098cb28c-5dd8-4022-a0ac-215bde8b53d9", 

"Req_Status": "CONCLUDED", 

"Req_upUI": [ 

"3PAXYJ%HV(VYU'(=01234567890128", 

"3PAX/y'M>y;DwlB,01234567890128", 

"3PAX<BV;<0Gi:\"x01234567890128", 

"3PAezkIt27LIG0ZV01234567890128", 

"3PAe6grkL!Qxz+WZ01234567890128", 

"3PAX5+U8:*7E>62*01234567890128" 

], 

 "Req_aUI": null 

} 

 

Additional Notes:  

 

 "Req_upUI" will also be used within the message IRU – Message to report the issuance of 

Unique Identifiers at unit packet level sent by the ID Issuer to the Primary Repository of the 

Manufacturer and the Secondary Repository. Per the Secondary Repository Common Data 

Dictionary, this is provided via message IRU per a list of data type upUI (s).  

 The format for reporting by INCM  allocated upUIs to the Repository System will be per the 

upUI (s) definition and expressed in transmissions as the full upUI without time stamp.  

 The format for reporting upUI within traceability event data or EDI messages shall include 

timestamp per data type upUI (L). 

 

upUI (s)  upUI (L) 

3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 3PAZlF%!<B;?oa%01234567890128 19040111 

 

2.4.3 Allocation Rules 
 

2.4.3.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per article 8.1, “Each unit packet of tobacco products shall be marked with a unit level UI. It shall consist 

of as short a sequence of alphanumeric characters as possible, not exceeding 50 characters. The 

sequence shall be unique to a given unit packet and shall be composed of the following data elements:  
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a) in the first position, the alphanumeric characters that constitute the ID issuer identification code 

assigned pursuant to Article 3(4) 

b) an alphanumeric sequence, whose probability to be guessed shall be negligible and in any case 

lower than one in ten thousand (‘serial number’);  

c) a code (‘product code’) allowing for the determination of the following: 

 i. the place of manufacturing;  

ii. the manufacturing facility referred to in Article 16 

iii. the machine used to manufacture the tobacco products referred to in Article 18 

iv. the product description; 

v. the intended market of retail sale 

vi. the intended shipment route 

vii. where applicable, the importer into the Union 

d) in the last position, the time stamp in the form of a numeric sequence of eight characters, in the 

format YYMMDDhh, indicating the date and time of manufacture.” 

 

2.4.3.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to GTIN allocation 
 

GS1 member companies establish rules for allocating GTINs to trade items. The rules are available at no 

charge from GS1 at: https://www.gs1.org/1/gtinrules/index.htm 

 

2.4.4 Data Carrier Specifications 
 

For this application, a 2D symbol is required on unit packs in addition to the 1D linear symbol used at 

retail POS, therefore, as two different symbols must be placed in the same unit for different purposes, 

they should be placed non-adjacent one to another. 

 

Note: “the edge rule” is that the barcode must not be closer than 8 mm or farther than 100 mm from 

the nearest edge of the package/container. 

 

Dimensions for unit pack GS1 Barcodes 
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2.4.5 Human-Readable Text 
 

Economic operators shall ensure that each data carrier includes a human-readable code that enables 

electronic access to the information related to the unique identifiers stored in the repositories system. 

The Secondary Repository permits either upUI(s) or upUI(L) for this access (see table below).  

 

Data element Human-readable example upUI(s) upUI(L) 

Third-Party Controlled, Serialized 

Extension of GTIN (TPX)  

(TPX includes ID Issuer UIC) 

3PAXlF%!<B;?oa% Required in the 

first position 

Required in the 

first position 

Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) 01234567890128 Required Required  

Time Stamp (TS) 19043012 Not included Required in the 

last position 

 

Where the dimensions of the packaging allow, the human-readable code shall be adjacent to the optical 

data carrier carrying the unique identifier (see print samples below).  

 

GS1 DotCode GS1 DataMatrix GS1 QR Code 

   

Print samples provided by Domino 
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Human-readable text provides redundancy if a barcode ever fails to scan. INCM specifications for 

human-readable text are provided to address human-factors considerations for: 

 

 customs officials using upUI for Repository Look-up  

 retail supply chain professionals using GTIN for trade, inventory control, distribution 

 consumers using GTIN (e.g., mobile apps) 

 

Specifications: 

 

1. All human-readable text SHALL appear in a clearly legible font 

2. TPX SHALL appear on the 1st line of text adjacent to the upUI barcode 

3. GTIN-14 SHOULD appear on the 2nd line adjacent to the upUI barcode (see exemptions below) 

4. If TS is not encoded in the upUI, TS SHALL be appear on the 3rd line (see exemptions below).  

5. If non-upUI text appears on the same line with TS, it SHALL appear after TS and be separated by 

a space. 

6. GTIN SHALL appear as 14 digits when it is associated with the upUI barcode 

7. GTIN SHALL appear as 8, 12, or 13 digits when associated with the retail EAN/UPC barcode  

 

Exemptions, in order of preference (applicable in case there is no space to print TPX and the GTIN-14 

adjacently to the barcode): 

 

A. GTIN-14 may be pre-printed on the same package panel as the upUI barcode. The GTIN-14 

SHALL be separated clearly from all other text to make it easy for customs official to locate. If 

GTIN-14 is pre-printed and TS is not encoded, TS moves to the 2nd line (directly below the TPX).  

B. If printing the upUI barcode and TPX in human-readable text (and TS in human-readable text if 

it is not encoded in the upUI barcode) takes all of the available package panel space and there 

is no room left to pre-print the GTIN-14 on the upUI barcode panel, GTIN-14 may be omitted, 

but this exception should not be applied to make room for non-upUI text, graphics, symbols, 

etc. 

 

Implementation Considerations for Customs Officials 

The upUI data carrier options and minimum print quality specifications of the Implementing Regulation, 

ensure a very high success rate for scanning. In the rare event that human-readable key entry is 

required, the following steps should be followed: 

 

1. Where specifications above are followed without exemptions, type the TPX & GTIN-14 adjacent 

the upUI barcode to conduct the Repository look-up. 
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2. Where exemption A is followed, type the TPX adjacent to the upUI barcode, then the pre-

printed GTIN-14 located on the panel that contains the upUI barcode. 

3. Where exemption B is followed, find the EAN barcode (one used at retail) and write down the 

GTIN-8, GTIN-12, or GTIN-13 number that you see next to it.  

a. For GTIN-8, type the TPX adjacent to the upUI barcode, then six zeroes, then GTIN-8 

b. For GTIN-12, type the TPX adjacent to the upUI barcode, then two zeroes, then GTIN-

12 

c. For GTIN-13, type the TPX adjacent to the upUI barcode, then one zero, then GTIN-13 

 

2.5 Aggregated Unique Identifier(s) (aUI) 
  

Economic operators may issue aggregated unique identifiers themselves. This is the preferred method 

as the Serialized GTIN used for trade item groupings and the SSCC used for logistics units are well 

established within the retail supply chain and permit economic operators to continue following today’s 

practice while complying with the Implementing Regulation. 

 

2.5.1 Trade Item Groupings (fixed quantity product packages above unit pack level like 
cartons, master cases) 
 

2.5.1.1 Identifier Structure 
 

1. GTIN allocated by economic operator to a trade item grouping. 

2. Serial number determined by economic operator, not longer than 20 alphanumeric characters. 

 

2.5.1.2 Qualifier 
 

GS1 standards define the Application identifier (01) to include the GTIN of the trade item grouping and 

the Application Identifier (21) to include the serial number. 

 

2.5.1.3 EU Secondary Repository Clarification on Unique ID Reporting (excerpt) 
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2.5.1.4 Allocation Rules 
 

2.5.1.4.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per article 10.2, “Aggregated level UIs shall be generated and issued on the basis of a request to the 

competent ID issuer or directly by the economic operator.” 

 

2.5.1.4.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to GTIN allocation 
 

GS1 member companies establish rules for allocating GTINs to trade items. The rules are available at no 

charge from GS1 at: https://www.gs1.org/1/gtinrules/index.htm 

 

2.5.1.5 Data Carrier Specifications 
 

Dimensions for GS1 Barcodes on cartons and cases 

 

Symbol(s) 
specified 

X- dimension (mm) Minimum Symbol 
Height for given x-
dimension (mm) 

Quiet Zone 

 Minimum Target Maximum  Left Right 

GS1 
Datamatrix 
(ECC 200) 

0,750 0,750 1,520 
Height is determined 
by x-dimension and 
data that is encoded 

1X on all 
four sides 
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Symbol(s) 
specified 

X- dimension (mm) Minimum Symbol 
Height for given x-
dimension (mm) 

Quiet Zone 

GS1 QR 
Code 

0,750 0,750 1,520 
Height is determined 
by x-dimension and 
data that is encoded 

4X on all 
four sides 

GS1-128 0,495 0,495 1,016 31,75 10X 10X 

 

Note: Use of GS1-128 should be used, at a minimum, where the logistics will encounter supply chain 

systems beyond those covered by this regulation. 

 

Barcode symbol placement in outer cases  

 

At least one side of all general distribution-scanning items shall display the barcode information. It is 

recommended that two (or more) sides of the item carry a barcode with the exact same data when: 

 

 The printing process makes this cost effective (e.g., pre-printed corrugated cartons). 

 The supply chain requirement is that one symbol is always visible. 

 

For cartons and outer cases, symbol placement will vary slightly in practice; however the target 

placement for the bottom of the barcode is 32 millimetres (1.25 inches) from the natural base of the 

item. The symbol including, its Quiet Zones, SHOULD be at least 19 millimetres (0.75 inch) from any 

vertical edge to avoid damage. 

 

 

Symbol placement in outer cases 

 

2.5.1.6 Human-Readable Text 
 

As the economic operator directly allocates the SGTIN according to GS1 specifications, GS1 human 

readable interpretation rules of GS1 General Specifications Section 4.15 apply. 
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2.5.2 International Transport Units (Logistic Units) 
 

2.5.2.1 Identifier Structure 
 

SSCC allocated by economic operator to a logistics unit. 

 

2.5.2.2 Qualifier 
 

GS1 standards define the Application Identifier (00) to include the SSCC in an 18 numeric digit. 

 

2.5.2.3 EU Secondary Repository Clarification on Unique ID Reporting (excerpt) 
 

 

 

2.5.2.4 Allocation Rules 
 

2.5.2.4.1 Implementing Regulation 
 

Per article 10.2, “Aggregated level UIs shall be generated and issued on the basis of a request to the 

competent ID issuer or directly by the economic operator.” 

 

2.5.2.4.2 GS1 Rules pertaining to SSCC allocation 
 

GS1 member companies establish rules for allocating SSCCs to logistic units. The rules are available at no 

charge from GS1 at: https://www.gs1.org/standards/id-keys/sscc 

 

2.5.2.5 Data Carrier Specifications 
 

Dimensions for GS1 Barcodes on cartons, cases, pallets 
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Symbol(s) 
specified 

X- dimension (mm) Minimum Symbol 
Height for given x-
dimension (mm) 

Quiet Zone 

 Minimum Target Maximum  Left Right 

GS1 
Datamatrix 
(ECC 200) 

0,750 0,750 1,520 
Height is determined 
by x-dimension and 
data that is encoded 

1X on all 
four sides 

GS1 QR 
Code 

0,750 0,750 1,520 
Height is determined 
by x-dimension and 
data that is encoded 

4X on all 
four sides 

GS1-128 0,495 0,495 1,016 31,75 10X 10X 

 

NOTE: EU 2018/574 mandates the use of barcodes not currently supported by the GS1 Logistics Label 

Standard (defined for general use, not this specific regulation). With that said, the GS1 Logistics Label 

Standard provides direction on many important aspects to be implemented. It can be downloaded for 

free from GS1 at https://www.gs1.org/docs/tl/GS1_Logistic_Label_Guideline.pdf . 

 

Barcode symbol placement on pallets 

 

At least one side of all general distribution-scanning items shall display the barcode information. It is 

recommended that two (or more) sides of the item carry a barcode with the exact same data when: 

 The printing process makes this cost effective (e.g., pre-printed corrugated cartons). 

 The supply chain requirement is that one symbol is always visible (e.g., pallets that are stored 

either long or short edge facing). 

 

For all types of pallets, including full pallets containing individual trade items and single trade items, the 

target height for the bottom of the barcode is between 400 millimetres (16 inches) and 800 millimetres 

(32 inches) from the base of the pallet. For pallet less than 400 millimetres (16 inches) high, the barcode 

SHALL be placed as high as possible while protecting the barcode. The symbol including, its Quiet Zones, 

SHALL be at least 50 millimetres (2.0 inches) from any vertical edge to avoid damage. 
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2.5.2.6 Human-Readable Text 
 

As the economic operator directly allocates the SSCC according to GS1 specifications, GS1 human 

readable interpretation rules of GS1 General Specifications Section 4.15 apply. 

 

2.5.3 ID Issuer issued aggregate level Unique Identifier 
 

ID Issuer issued aggregate level identifiers can be requested. These identifiers are based upon the 

structure defined by the Implementing Regulation and data capture specifications from the Secondary 

Repository, but they are not interoperable with GS1 open supply chain standards and may not be 

supported by barcode scanning systems in the field today. 

INCM ID Issuer aggregate level Unique Identifier’s technical specifications: 

 

  (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Unique 
Identifier (UI) 

Symbology 
Identifier 

Data Qualifier 
(GS1 
Application 
Identifier) 

INCM ID Issuer 
aUI prefix 

Data 
Qualifier 

Serial number 
(variable 
length up to 
20 characters) 

FID (variable 
length up to 50 
characters) 

Data 
Quali
fier 

Time 
stamp 
(fixed 
length) 
YYMMDDh
h 

EXAMPLE 
Data Qualifier 
for optional 
attribute added 
by the 
manufacturer 

EXAMPLE 
Logistic 
unit weight 
in 
kilograms 

Position 
within the 
unique 
identifier 

Fixed  Fixed  Fixed  Fixed Fixed  Fixed  Fixe
d 

Fixed Fixed Fixed 

Regulated 
by 

Art. 21(5) Art.11(1-3) and Annex II, Chap. 1, Sect. 1 Art. 11(3) Art. 11(4) 

Applicable 
international 
standards: 

ISO/IEC 
16022:2006,  
18004:2015, 
or 
15417:2007 

ISO 15459-2:2015 and ISO 15459-3:2014 

Values ]C1 7040 3PA_ 99 0000000AC 3PA_1234567
890123 

8008 19043013 3301 101234 

Process  Applied by EO  Generated by ID 
Issuer 

   Generated by 
ID Issuer 

 Received in 
ISA request 

  

Transmissio
n to 
repositories 
systems 

No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No 

aUI     3PA_           0000000AC 3PA_1234567
890123 

  19043013     

 

In the table above, columns (3), (4) and (5) are: 

(3): fixed, 3PA_ 

(4): unique sequence for each EOID/FID received in the ISA request 
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(5): FID received in the ISA request 

 

As an example, one aggregate level Unique Identifier would be 3PA_0000000AC3PA_1234567890123 
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3. Request Process and Data Requirements 

 

3.1 Establishing an Economic Operator Account 
 

As stated before, in order to register an economic operator and request an EOID at INCM ID Issuer’s 

Portal, the economic operator must operate in Portugal and have a valid Portuguese tax number. The 

registration in the INCM’s ID Issuer portal requires a valid Portuguese Revenue Authority login. 

After completing the registration, an EOID is assigned and the economic operator must then register 

their facilities (retailer, wholesaler, importer or manufacturer) and machines (if manufacturer or 

importer). 

 

3.2 FID, MID or UI requests 
 

After the EOID is assigned, a FID, MID or an UI can be requested by filling the respective forms from the 

portal or through the web services available (Annex A). 

 

For FID and MID, it will also be possible to upload a comma-separated values (CSV) file (using a template 

available at portal’s dashboard) to ease the creation of FID and/or MID. 

 

3.3 Establishing a Foreign Manufacturer account (for Legal Representatives) 
 

As tobacco products cannot be placed in Portugal without its Portuguese legal representative, foreign 

economic operators (manufacturers) will only be granted access to INCM’s ID Issuer system upon 

request by that legal representative for which they send their products to. The access is a service user 

credentials which allow the foreign manufacturer access to the portal and directly request UI’s, or 

integrate with our system services using an authorization token that will be available at the portal’s 

dashboard. 

The Portuguese economic operator responsible for the user service request, will define: 

 If the upUI request, by the foreign manufacturer, must be validated by himself. 

 Who pays requested upUI (himself or the manufacturer). 

 

 

3.4 Deregistration of EOIDs, FID or MID 
 

An economic operator can deregister EOID, FID or MID directly at the INCM ID Issuer’s Portal dashboard, 

or through the web services available (Annex A). 
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Member States may, in accordance with their national laws, require the ID issuer to deactivate an 

economic operator identifier code. In such cases the Member State shall inform the economic operator 

or the operator of a first retail outlet of the deactivation, together with the grounds for such 

deactivation. The deactivation of an economic operator identifier code shall lead to the automatic 

deactivation of related facility identifier codes and machine identifier codes. 

Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets shall exchange information on their respective 

economic operator identifier codes in order to allow economic operators to record and transmit the 

transactional information, as provided under Article 33. 

 

3.5 Unique Identifier requests 
 

INCM ID Issuer’s portal allows unit UI (upUI) and aggregated UI (aUI) requests, at a minimum of 50 units. 

The UI request can be made through the portal or through web services. For requests via portal, it is 

necessary, after successfully signing in, to access the dashboard and fill out the available form to place 

the request. For requests via web service, Annex A should be consulted. 

 

upUI requests are only considered valid if quantity equal or greater when 50 (fifty units) and after: 

 Validated by the Portuguese economic operator (when it has defined that it has to validate 

upUIs requests). 

 Validated payment. 

 

Valid UI request can be canceled until the next business day. When not canceled, it will be issued within 

the next two business days. 

For SLA purposes the following scenarios are defined: 

Normal service: 

 Requests validated / paid until 08:00 (Portuguese time: UTC / GMT +1 in summer time, UTC / 

GMT non summer time) will be issued from 08:00 on the next business day, when not canceled 

in the meantime. 

 Requests validated / paid after 08:00 can be canceled during the next business day until 17:00 

(5:00 pm) and will be issued from 08:00 on the following business day, when not canceled in 

the meantime. 

 

NOTE: urgent requests will not be available for the moment. 

 

3.6 QA Environment 
 

QA Environment  
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As for QA environment, no registration is required. To request an authorization token, please send an 

email to id_issuer@incm.pt. 

 

As for QA environment, at this stage: 

 No aUI requests are available. 

 upUIs will be issued as soon as the request is validated (upon request, marked as “paid” by 

INCM). 

 In upUI requests the product data (GTIN, brand, weight) cannot be dummy data. 
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4. Annex A – Web Services specifications 
 

4.1 QA environment 
 

Web services are available at: 

https://pre-prod.rastreabilidadetabaco.incm.pt 

 (endpoint to be completed with each method URL) 

 

4.2 Authentication 
 

The ID Issuer system will use an authorization Bearer token to authorize access to the web service 

methods. 

The token will be requested at the portal, therefore the refresh token grant is not applied. 

 

4.3 Issuing Identifier Codes (IDs) 
 

4.3.1 Retrieve EO_ID and EO_CODE 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/economic-operator/retrieve-id-code 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “IEO” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

TAX_N 
Economic 
operator’s tax 
registration number 

Text Yes  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"TAX_N" : "TaxNumber2", 
"Message_Type" : "IEO", 
"Code":"87tdu5b4-853y5f-5064-91kk-i9yk55hfb2v" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "87tdu5b4-853y5f-5064-91kk-i9yk55hfb2v", 
"TAX_N": "TaxNumber2", 
"Req_Status": "CONCLUDED", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE": "73ehw3" 
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} 

 

NOTE: See  

Request Status for the possible values returned by “Req_Status”. 

 

4.3.2 Correction of information concerning an Economic Operator 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/economic-operator/id-information-correction 

  

Field 
Description Data 

Type 
Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “CEO” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_Profile 
Economic 
operator’s profile  

Array of 
integer 
values 

Yes 
See values at 
Economic 
Operator Profile 

EO_ID 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered ID 

Text Yes 
 

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator’s 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of the 
economic operator 

Text Yes 

 

EO_Name1 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered name 

Text 
Yes  

EO_Name2 

Economic 
operator’s 
alternative or 
abridged name 

Text 

No  

EO_Address 
Economic 
operator’s  address 

Text Yes  

EO_CountryReg 
Economic 
operator’s country 
of registration 

Text Yes 

Country name 
coded with ISO-
3166-1:2013 
alpha-2 

EO_Email 

Economic 
operator’s email 
address; used to 
inform about 
registration 
process, incl. 
subsequent 
changes and other 
requires 
correspondence 

Text Yes  
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VAT_R 
Indication of the 
VAT registration 
status 

Boolean Yes  

VAT_N 
Economic 
operator’s VAT 
number 

Text Yes, if VAT_R = true  

TAX_N 
Economic 
operator’s tax 
registration number 

Text Yes, if VAT_R = false  

EO_ExciseNumber1 

Indication if the 
economic operator 
has an excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
indication of 
person/premises 

Boolean Yes  

EO_ExciseNumber2 

Economic 
operator's excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
identification of 
persons/premises 

Text 
Yes, if 
EO_ExciseNumber1 = 
true 

 

OtherEOID_R 

Indication if the 
economic operator 
has been allocated 
an identifier by 
another ID Issuer 

Boolean Yes  

OtherEOID_N 

Economic operator 
identifier codes 
allocated by other 
ID Issuers 

Array of 
text 
values 

Yes, if OtherEOID_N 
= true 

 

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the 
registration is made 
on behalf of a retail 
outlet operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Boolean Yes  

Reg_EOID 

dentifier of the 
economic operator 
that acts on behalf 
of a retail outlet 
operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Text 
Yes, if Reg_3RD = 
true 

 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_Profile" : [1], 
"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"EO_Name1" :  "Example Legal Entity", 
"EO_Name2" :  "", 
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"EO_Address" : "Rua dos Oceanos", 
"EO_CountryReg" : "PT", 
"EO_Email" : "email@test.com", 
"VAT_R" : true, 
"VAT_N" : "VATNumber 1", 
"TAX_N" : "TaxNumber2", 
"EO_ExciseNumber1" : false, 
"EO_ExciseNumber2" : null, 
"OtherEOID_R" : true, 
"OtherEOID_N" : ["EOI5237458D"], 
"Reg_3RD" : false, 
"Reg_EOID" : null, 
"Message_Type" : "CEO", 
"Code":"87tdu5b4-853y5f-4064-91kk-i9ykjjhfb2v" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code":"87tdu5b4-853y5f-4064-91kk-i9ykjjhfb2v", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.3.3 Deregistration of an Economic Operator Identifier Code 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/economic-operator/id-information-deregistration 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “DEO” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered ID 

Text Yes 
 

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator’s 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of the 
economic operator 

Text Yes 

 

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the 
registration is made 
on behalf of a retail 
outlet operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Boolean Yes  

Reg_EOID 

dentifier of the 
economic operator 
that acts on behalf 
of a retail outlet 
operator not 

Text 
Yes, if Reg_EOID 
_N = true 
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involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"Reg_3RD" : false, 
"Reg_EOID" : null, 
"Message_Type" : "DEO", 
"Code":"87tdu5b4-853y5f-4064-91kk-i9ykjjhfb2v" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code":"87tdu5b4-853y5f-4064-91kk-i9ykjjhfb2v", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.3.3.1 Economic Operator Profile 

Value Name 

1 Manufacturers 

2 Importers 

3 Wholesalers 

4 Retailers 

 

4.3.4 Issuing of a Facility Identifier Code  
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/facility/id-code-issuer 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “RFA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered ID 

Text Yes 
 

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator’s 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of the 
economic operator 

Text Yes 

 

GLN 
Global Location 
Number 

Text(13) No 
 

F_ Address Facility's address Text Yes  

F_Country 
Facility's country 

Text Yes 
Country name 
coded with 
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ISO-3166-
1:2013 alpha-
2 

F_Type 
Type of facility 

Integer Yes 
See values at  
Facility Type 

F_Type_Other 
Description of other 
facility 

Text Yes, if F_Type = 4 
(Other) 

 

F_Status 

Indication if a part 
of the facility has a 
tax (excise) 
warehouse status 

Boolean Yes 

 

F_ExciseNumber1 

Indication if the 
facility has an excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
identification of 
persons/premises 

Boolean Yes 

 

F_ExciseNumber2 

Indication if the 
facility has an excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
identification of 
persons/premises 

Text Yes, if 
F_ExciseNumber1 = 
true 

 

OtherFID_R 

Indication if the 
facility has been 
allocated an 
identifier by 
another ID Issuer 

Boolean Yes  

OtherFID_N 
Facility identifier 
codes allocated by 
other ID Issuers 

Array of text 
values 

Yes, if OtherFID_N = 
true 

 

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the 
registration is made 
on behalf of a retail 
outlet operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Boolean Yes  

Reg_EOID 

Identifier of the 
economic operator 
that acts on behalf 
of the retail outlet 
operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Text 
Yes, if Reg_3RD = 
true 

 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : 3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"GLN" : 5601234000009, 
"F_Address" : "Rua dos Oceanos", 
"F_Country" : "PT", 
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"F_Type" : 4, 
"F_Type_Other" : "other facility type", 
"F_Status" : false, 
"F_ExciseNumber1" : false, 
"F_ExciseNumber2" : null, 
"OtherFID_R" : false, 
"OtherFID_N" : [], 
"Reg_3RD" : false, 
"Reg_EOID" : null, 
"Message_Type" : "RFA", 
"Code":"87td2134-853y5f-4064-91kk-frfewe000" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "87td2134-853y5f-4064-91kk-frfewe000", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.3.5 Correction of information concerning a Facility Identifier Code 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/facility/id-information-correction 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “CFA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered ID 

Text Yes  

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator’s 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of the 
economic operator 

Text Yes  

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

F_ Address Facility's address Text Yes  

F_Country Facility's country Text Yes 

Country name 
coded with 
ISO-3166-
1:2013 alpha-
2 

F_Type Type of facility Integer Yes 
See values at  
Facility Type 

F_Type_Other 
Description of other 
facility 

Text 
Yes, if F_Type = 4 
(Other) 
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F_Status 

Indication if a part 
of the facility has a 
tax (excise) 
warehouse status 

Boolean Yes  

F_ExciseNumber1 

Indication if the 
facility has an excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
identification of 
persons/premises 

Boolean Yes  

F_ExciseNumber2 

Indication if the 
facility has an excise 
number issued by 
the competent 
authority for the 
purpose of 
identification of 
persons/premises 

Text 
Yes, if 
F_ExciseNumber1 = 
true 

 

OtherFID_R 

Indication if the 
facility has been 
allocated an 
identifier by 
another ID Issuer 

Boolean Yes  

OtherFID_N 
Facility identifier 
codes allocated by 
other ID Issuers 

Array of text 
values 

Yes, if OtherFID_N = 
true 

 

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the 
registration is made 
on behalf of a retail 
outlet operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Boolean Yes  

Reg_EOID 

Identifier of the 
economic operator 
that acts on behalf 
of the retail outlet 
operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Text 
Yes, if Reg_3RD = 
true 

 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"F_Address" : "Rua dos Oceanos", 
"F_Country" : "PT", 
"F_Type" : 4, 
"F_Type_Other" : "other facility type", 
"F_Status" : false, 
"F_ExciseNumber1" : false, 
"F_ExciseNumber2" : null, 
"OtherFID_R" : false, 
"OtherFID_N" : [], 
"Reg_3RD" : false, 
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"Reg_EOID" : null, 
"Message_Type" : "CFA", 
"Code":"62893468-hyyrere-34624-3432" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code":"62893468-hyyrere-34624-3432", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.3.6 Deregistration of a Facility Identifier Code 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/facility/id-information-deregistration 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “DFA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic 
operator’s 
registered ID 

Text Yes 
 

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator’s 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of the 
economic operator 

Text Yes 

 

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes 
 

Reg_3RD 

Indication if the 
registration is made 
on behalf of a retail 
outlet operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Boolean Yes  

Reg_EOID 

Identifier of the 
economic operator 
that acts on behalf 
of the retail outlet 
operator not 
involved otherwise 
in the tobacco trade 

Text 
Yes, if Reg_3RD 
= true 

 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
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"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"Reg_3RD" : false, 
"Reg_EOID" : null, 
"Message_Type" : "DFA", 
"Code":"87td2134-853y5f-qeqwe-91kk-oiew0e323" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code":"87td2134-853y5f-qeqwe-91kk-oiew0e323", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.3.6.1 Facility Type 

Value Name 

1 Manufacturing site with warehouse 

2 Standalone warehouse 

3 First retail outlet 

4 Other 

 

4.3.7 Issuing of a Machine Identifier Code  
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/machine/id-code-issuer 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “RMA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic operator 
identifier code 

Text Yes  

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator's 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of 
economic operator 

Text Yes  

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

GCP GS1 Company Prefix  Text No 
Allowed up to 11 
digits 

Internal_ID Internal asset ID Text No 
Allowed up to 30 
alphanumerics 

M_Producer Machine's producer Text Yes  

M_Model Machine's model Text Yes  

M_Number 
Machine's serial 
number 

Text Yes  
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M_Capacity 

Maximum capacity 
over 24-hour 
production cycle 
expressed in unit 
packets 

Integer Yes  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"GCP" : "0123456", 
"Internal_ID" : "dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(", 
"M_Producer" : "Producer1", 
"M_Model" : "model1", 
"M_Number" : "MachineNumber3", 
"M_Capacity" : 232, 
"Message_Type" : "RMA", 
"Code":"236273-hfhe-23434-dgfgdfg" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "236273-hfhe-23434-dgfgdfg", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID": "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(" 

} 

 

4.3.8 Correction of information concerning a Machine Identifier Code 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/machine/id-information-correction 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “CMA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic operator 
identifier code 

Text Yes  

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator's 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of 
economic operator 

Text Yes  

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

M_ID 
Machine identifier 
code 

Text Yes  
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M_Producer Machine's producer Text Yes  

M_Model Machine's model Text Yes  

M_Number 
Machine's serial 
number 

Text Yes  

M_Capacity 

Maximum capacity 
over 24-hour 
production cycle 
expressed in unit 
packets 

Integer Yes  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID" : "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(", 
"M_Producer" : "Producer1", 
"M_Model" : "model1", 
"M_Number" : "MachineNumber3", 
"M_Capacity" : 459, 
"Message_Type" : "CMA", 
"Code":"236273-hfhe-23434-dgfgdfg" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "236273-hfhe-23434-dgfgdfg", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID": "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(" 

}  

 

4.3.9 Deregistration of a Machine Identifier Code 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/machine/id-information-deregistration 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “DMA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic operator 
identifier code 

Text Yes 
 

EO_CODE 

Economic 
operator's 
confirmation code 
provided in 
response to the 
registration of 
economic operator 

Text Yes 
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F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes 
 

M_ID 
Machine identifier 
code 

Text Yes 
 

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"EO_CODE" : "73ehw3", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID" : "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(", 
"Message_Type" : "DMA", 
"Code":"57889-hfhe-675744-zsffaw" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "57889-hfhe-675744-zsffaw", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID": "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(" 

}  

 

4.4 Issuing Unique Identifiers (UIs) 
 

4.4.1 Issuing of Unit Level Unique Identifiers (upUIs) 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/unique-identifier/unit-level-ui-issuer 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “ISU” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement of 
the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 

Economic operator 
identifier code of the 
submitting entity 
(either EU 
manufacturer or EU 
importer) 

Text Yes  

F_ID Facility identifier code Text Yes  

Process_Type 
Indication if the 
production process 
involves machinery 

Boolean Yes  

M_ID 
Machine identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

GTIN 
GS1 Global Trade 
Item Number 

Text(14) Yes 
Full 14-digit 
GTIN 
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P_Type 
Type of tobacco 
product 

Integer Yes 
See values at 
Tobacco 
Product Type 

P_OtherType 
Description of other 
type of tobacco 
product 

Text Yes, if P_Type = 11  

P_CN 
Combined 
Nomenclature (CN) 
code 

Text No  

P_Brand 
Brand of tobacco 
product 

Text Yes  

P_Weight 

Average gross weight 
of unit packet, 
including packaging, 
in grams with 0.1 
gram accuracy 

Decimal Yes  

TP_ID 
Tobacco product 
identifier used in the 
EU-CEG system 

Text 
Yes, if 
Intended_Market is 
a EU country 

 

TP_PN 
Tobacco product 
number used in the 
EU-CEG system 

Text(30) 
Yes, if 
Intended_Market is 
a EU country 

 

Intended_Market 
Intended country of 
retail sale 

Text Yes 

Country 
name coded 
with ISO-
3166-1:2013 
alpha-2 

Intended_Route1 

Indication if the 
product is intended to 
be moved across 
country boarders with 
terrestrial/water/air 
transport 

Boolean Yes  

Intended_Route2 

The first country of 
terrestrial/water/air 
transport after the 
product leaves the 
Member State of 
manufacturing or the 
Member State of 
importation 
established on the 
basis of a check point 
on the land border, 
next seaport or next 
airport respectively 

Text 
Yes, if 
Intended_Route1 = 
true 

Country 
name coded 
with ISO-
3166-1:2013 
alpha-2 

Import 
Indication if the 
product is imported 
into the EU 

Boolean Yes  

Req_Quantity 
Requested quantity of 
unit packet level UIs 

Integer Yes  

P_OtherID Optional Product ID Text(20) No  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 
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"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"Process_Type" : false, 
"M_ID" : "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(", 
"GTIN" : "01234567890128", 
"P_Type" : 2, 
"P_OtherType" : null, 
"P_CN" : null, 
"P_Brand" : "MACH121ID", 
"P_Weight" : 10.0, 
"TP_ID" : 2487, 
"TP_PN" : "1548", 
"Intended_Market" : "BG", 
"Intended_Route1" : true, 
"Intended_Route2" : "BG", 
"Import" : false, 
"Req_Quantity" : 2, 
"P_OtherID" : null,   
"Message_Type" : "ISU", 
"Code":"65werew-teuryeu-2379231-jdkepr43" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "65werew-teuryeu-2379231-jdkepr43", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128", 
"M_ID": "3PAH0123456dfgi#98h8grd8g)<g9hho6(" 

}  

 

NOTE: The examples above will NOT work as dummy data is used In the GTIN, brand and weight fields. 

4.4.1.1 Tobacco Product Type 

Value Name 

1 Cigarette 

2 Cigar 

3 Cigarillo 

4 Roll your own tobacco 

5 Pipe tobacco 

6 Waterpipe tobacco 

7 Oral tobacco 

8 Nasal tobacco 

9 Chewing tobacco 

10 Novel tobacco product 

11 Other 

 

4.4.2 Issuing of Aggregated Level Unique Identifiers (aUIs) 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/unique-identifier/aggregated-level-ui-issuer 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 
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Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “ISA” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes Message code 

EO_ID 

Economic operator 
identifier code of 
the submitting 
entity 

Text Yes  

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

Req_Quantity 
Requested quantity 
of aggregated level 
UIs 

Integer Yes  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID": "", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128", 
"Req_Quantity" : 2, 
"Message_Type" : "ISA", 
"Code": "adeer445-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "400", 
"Errors": [ 
{ 

"Error_InternalID": "19d0d0ae-6b55-4df3-8285-
f7ebaa167d30", 
"Error_Code": "REQUIRED_FIELD", 
"Error_Descr": "Value in EO_ID not found." 

} 
], 
"Code": "adeer445-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs", 
"EO_ID": null, 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128" 

} 

 

4.4.3 Recall for requests for Unique Identifiers 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/unique-identifier/ui-recall 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “RCL” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement of 
the message 

Text Yes  

EO_ID 
Economic operator 
identifier code of the 
submitting entity 

Text Yes  
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Recall_CODE 

Message recall code 
provided to the 
message sender in the 
acknowledgement of 
the original message 
to be recalled 

Text Yes  

Recall_Reason1 
Reason for recalling 
the original message 

Integer Yes 
See values at  
Recall Reason 
Type 

Recall_Reason2 
Description of the 
reason for recalling the 
original message 

Text 
Yes, if 
Recall_Reason1 = 3 

 

Recall_Reason3 

Any additional 
explanations on the 
reason for recalling the 
original message 

Text No  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128", 
"Recall_CODE" : "adeer445-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs", 
"Recall_Reason1" : 1, 
"Recall_Reason2" : "Description",   
"Recall_Reason3" : "Comments", 
"Message_Type" : "RCL", 
"Code":"sfsre342-uwyeyw43-w45488-747487" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "sfsre342-uwyeyw43-w45488-747487", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128", 
"Recall_CODE": "adeer445-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs" 

} 

 

4.4.3.1 Recall Reason Type 

Value Name 

1 Reported event did not materialise 

2 Message contained erroneous information 

3 Other 

 

4.4.4 Retrieve of Unique Identifiers by Request 
 

Method URL 

POST /id-issuer/services/unique-identifier/retrieve-ui 

  

Field Description Data Type Required Comment 

Message_Type 
The identifier of the 
type of message  

Text Yes Value = “RUI” 

Code 
The internal code of 
acknowledgement 
of the message 

Text Yes  
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EO_ID 

Economic operator 
identifier code of 
the submitting 
entity 

Text Yes  

F_ID 
Facility identifier 
code 

Text Yes  

Req_Type 
Request of unit 
packet or 
aggregated level UIs 

Integer Yes 
See values at  
Unique 
Identifier Type 

Req_Code 

Message request 
code provided to 
the message sender 
in the 
acknowledgement 
of the original 
message that 
requested the UIs 

Text Yes  

 

JSON example - Request 
{ 

"EO_ID" : "3PA_1234567890128 ", 
"F_ID" : "3PAH1234567890128 ", 
"Req_Type" : 1, 
"Req_Code":"098cb28c-5dd8-4022-a0ac-215bde8b53d9", 
"Message_Type" : "RUI", 
"Code":"adeer1025-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs" 

} 

 

JSON example - Response 
{ 

"Status": "202", 
"Errors": [], 
"Code": "adeer1025-jdsoee-675744-54489dfs", 
"EO_ID": "3PA_1234567890128 ", 
"F_ID": "3PAH1234567890128 ", 
"Req_Code": "098cb28c-5dd8-4022-a0ac-215bde8b53d9", 
"Req_Status": "CONCLUDED", 
"Req_upUI": [ 

"3PAXYJ%HV(VYU'(=01234567890128", 
"3PAX/y'M>y;DwlB,01234567890128", 
"3PAX<BV;<0Gi:\"x01234567890128", 
"3PAezkIt27LIG0ZV01234567890128", 
"3PAe6grkL!Qxz+WZ01234567890128", 
"3PAX5+U8:*7E>62*01234567890128" 

], 
"Req_aUI": null 

} 

 

NOTE: See Request Status for the possible values returned by “Req_Status”. 

 

4.4.4.1 Unique Identifier Type 
 

Value Name Description 

1 UnitPacket Unique identifier at unit packet level 

2 AggregatedPackaging Unique identifier at aggregated packaging level 
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4.5 Request Status  
The field “Req_Status” in the response of the services Retrieve EO_ID and EO_CODE and Retrieve of 

Unique Identifiers by Request can have the following values: 

 CONCLUDED 

 ENTERED 

 FAILED 

 IN VALIDATION 

 CANCELED 

 IN PROGRESS 

 IN PAYMENT 


